Main and second floor plans, and a sectional drawing, have been developed based on
the evidence of the building and of the interior photograph, and are shown on the
following pages.
The main floor plan shows the large open space. The partitioned space at the front
(left) of the plan was devoted to James White’s office. At the back of the building was
the staircase and the lift. A dotted line towards to back (right) of the plan shows the
current extent of the building – recalling that a whole bay was lost to fire in 1937.
The line of machinery—likely a planer/matcher, jointer, mortiser, tenonor,
combination saw/dado machine, cut-off saw—would have been aligned at the western
(top) side of the building. The internal combustion engine that ran the two main-floor
drive shafts, as well as the second floor shaft, was probably located to the north (right)
of the Mr. White’s office space. Storage space for materials and finished product was
likely located on the eastern (bottom) side of the building – where the many doors
provided easy movement to and from wagons that could be pulled up alongside the
building.
The second floor plan, likewise essentially a wide open space, likely featured a
different set of machines lined up and run off the second-floor drive shaft: a sticker,
mortise, panel raiser, door and window clamps.
The sectional drawing shows the building as cut through the longitudinal centre of the
plan. The drawing more clearly shows ceiling heights, and the figures suggest the
scale. The two drive shafts are also shown here.
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Main floor plan of the James White Sash
and Door Factory. The various pieces of
equipment are labelled: A Planer and
Matcher; B Sticker; C Chisel Mortising
Machine; D Panel Raising Machine; E Hand
Planer and Jointer; F Tenoning Machine; G
Cut-off Saw Bench; H Stationary Engine; I
Boiler. The dot-dash lines indicate the
location of the drive shafts.
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Second floor plan of the James White Sash
and Door Factory. The various pieces of
equipment are labelled: A Power
Mortiser; B Sticker; C Rip Saw Bench; D
Door Clamp; E Saw and Dado Machine;
F Sash Clamp. The dot-dash line indicates
the location of the drive shaft.
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Sectional drawing of the James White Sash
and Door Factory. This drawing shows the
location of the drive shafts on each floor as
well as the stairs and lift device used to
convey materials between floors. The
figures give a sense of scale.
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THE FACTORY’S OPERATION
Now we move onto an analysis of the former James White Sash and Door Factory that
is much more conjectural, although still informed as much as possible from other
sources, including authorities on the subject from other places, and the knowledge of
local Carberry residents who have provided as much insight as is possible so many
years after the place was shut down.
The following several pages are an attempt to describe how this place actually
operated, what it looked like in its operation, even sounded like. It will suggest what
kind of machinery was used, it will explore how windows and doors were assembled,
and it will also suggest who did what aspect of the work.
We begin with the machinery.
Of course we will never know exactly what machines James White used in his factory.
He sold off all the machinery in 1910 when he converted the building to an automobile
repair shop. But given the evidence of that interior photograph seen earlier, and of
vintage woodworking machinery catalogues of the era, we can develop some good
guesses.
First of all, most of the machines would have been run off the line shaft, which was the
typical system for manufacturing shops like this. And catalogues from this period,
especially the American Wood Working Machine Company catalogue of 1898, out of
New York City, shows the stunning array of possibilities. That catalogue, presented
on-line at http://vintagemachinery.org/mfgindex/detail.aspx?id=37&tab=3 (in 15 parts
for the year 1898), offered more than 100 types of wood-working machines and
apparatus for all kinds of wood production requirement, including many that were
specific to the manufacture of sashes and doors.
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Machines with evocative names like the door sticker, buzz planer, chisel mortiser, iron
frame sash clamp, were all likely found in the Carberry factory. They may not have
been quite as elaborate (and expensive) as the ones shown on the following pages, but
the Carberry plant certainly had some version of these exquisitely detailed machines.
The selections made here are based on a knowledge of woodworking, and of sash and
door manufacture, and we have included the original rendering along with the
descriptive text that promoted its features and attributes.
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Combination Saw/Dado
This machine is one of solid casting, with
the metal so disposed as to form the most
rigid support for working parts. The belt
which transmits the power from the counter
shaft to saw arbor is endless, of unusual
length and width, and is strained by a
tightener, placed in such a position that
during the entire travel of the saw the
tightener moves vertically less than three
inches, thus producing an even tension at
all times. The saw carriage is mounted in
rolls, and travels on a heavy rigid frame,
which is adjusted vertically to regulate the
depth of cut by means of worm and worm
wheels. The saw, which is 14 inches in
diameter, will cut up to four inches thick,
and travels a distance of 24 inches. The
tables are graduated, and the cutting-off
gauge may be set at any angle not
exceeding 45 degrees.
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Jointer/Planer
The tables are very long, being over six feet
in length, which is a very important point for
smooth planing and making straight joints;
each table can be adjusted vertically or
laterally. The frame is cast in one piece,
making it very solid and compact. The
cylinder is made from the best refined caststeel, slotted in two sides; the long knives
being on the plain sides so that any kind of
knives such as are used for grooving,
moulding, etc, can be used on the slotted
side.
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Planer/Matcher
This machine will double surface 28 inches
wide, up to 12 inches thick; will plane all
four sides, 27 inches wide, up to 12 inches
thick. It is provided with a centre guide, and
will plane top and bottom and single edge
pieces each 12 inches wide. There are six
feed rolls, powerfully geared to secure a
good strong feed, and are arranged to lift
parallel. The in-feeding rolls are raised and
lowered by a hand-wheel at the entry end of
the machine. All cutter heads are foursided, slotted on four sides. The top and
under heads are provided with our patented
adjustment to prevent end play. Every part
or piece of the machine has a number cast
or stamped upon it, so that by simply giving
the number of the machine and the number
on the part wanted, duplicates may be
readily ordered.
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Cut-off Saw
This particular cut-off saw had no linked
description, and in the catalogue was
featured with a number of other versions.
For the purposes of batch production, it is
most likely that a crosscut cut-off saw would
be set up to cut a supply of stiles and of
rails prior to further operations. A stop on
the carriage would be set to ensure all the
pieces were cut to the same length.
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Power Mortiser
The frame of this machine is cast in one
solid piece, and extends over the crank
shaft, while the caps are placed below, thus
the entire strain or jar comes on the frame
instead of on the caps of the boxes. The
clamp table is simple, durable and effective.
The piece to be bored or mortised is
clamped and moved forward by the hand
wheel which moves the bed. The table can
be tilted to any angle for radial mortising.
The boring attachment is bolted to the side
of the frame and driven by gearing.
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Panel Raiser
This machine is provided with new
combination heads, which admit of
changing the moulding cutters so as to
produce a shoulder, bevel, ogee or any
other style of moulding desired on the
panel, without disturbing the other cutters.
The brass checks and chip-breakers are
adjustable, as is also the large guide or
fence on the table. The head stocks are
adjustable vertically both together and
independent of each other.
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Mortising Machine
This chisel mortiser was advertised as
having a novel formation of the chisel,
which was square and was fitted with an
auger made to revolve within. The end of
the auger projected slightly beyond the
edges of the chisel and when brought up to
the timer it bored a round hole. The chisel
following it, and simultaneously squaring
the four corners and side was done with no
jarring of the machine. A finished mortise of
any length, from ½ inch to 1 inch square
was free from chips.
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Door Sticker
This door sticker as advertised as having
along table and very strong feed. There was
a connection from the feed counter shaft to
the stud of the feed pulley. It was noted that
the arbour piece should run about 7,000
turns per minute.
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